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Developments in the US-SOMO Bead Modeling
Suite: New Features in the Direct Residue-to-
Bead Method, Improved Grid Routines, and
Influence of Accessible Surface Area Screeninga
Emre Brookes, Borries Demeler, Mattia Rocco*
The US-SOMO suite provides a flexible interface for accurately computing solution parameters
from 3D structures of biomacromolecules through bead-modeling approaches. We present an
extended analysis of the influence of accessible surface area screening, overlap reduction
routines, and approximations for non-coded residues and missing atoms on the computed
parameters for models built by the residue-to-bead
direct correspondence and the cubic grid methods.
Importantly, by taking the theoretical hydration into
account at the atomic level, the performance of the
grid-type models becomes comparable or exceeds that
of the corresponding hydrated residue-to-bead models.
Introduction

Bead modeling in various flavors is the most widely

used methodology to compute, starting from the three-

dimensional (3D) structure of macromolecules, their

infinite-dilution hydrodynamic parameters, such as the

translational diffusion coefficient D0
t , the sedimentation

coefficient s0, the rotational relaxation time t0, and the

intrinsic viscosity [h].[1] It is based on the ability to

realistically calculate the frictional forces and torques

experienced by a collection of rigidly connected, arbitrarily
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placed spheres theoretically immersed in a solvent;

importantly, the spheres can be of different radii provided

that they do not overlap.[1–4] The methods employed to

represent a macromolecule with beads range from shell-

modeling (covering the surfacewith closely touching small

beads, computing their properties, repeating the operation

while decreasing the beads size at each iteration, and

extrapolating to zero-bead size; see ref.[5]), to direct

correspondence methods (representing selected parts of

themacromolecule, such as whole residues or main-chain/

side-chain segments, each with a bead of appropriate

volume and position; see ref.[6]), and to grid modeling

schemes (applying a cubic grid of defined size, and

representing all atoms within each cubelet with a suitably

sized bead; see refs.[7,8]). While the shell-modeling proce-

dure has been available for some time as a self-standing,

freely available program, HYDROPRO,[5] the direct correspon-

dence and grid methods have been only recently imple-

mentedwithin one of themostwidely-used, public domain

analytical ultracentrifugation data analysis programs,

UltraScan,[9] giving rise to the UltraScan-SOlution MOdeler

(US-SOMO) suite.[10] In the process, the direct correspon-

dence method was further extensively tested with excel-
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lent results,[10] but some issues, like the comparative

performance of alternative bead overlap reduction meth-

ods, or the treatment of improperly recognized residues,

werenot fullyaddressed. Furthermore, thegridmethodwas

present in a basic form only, and performed poorly in

comparisonwith the direct correspondencemethod. In this

paper, we describe and analyze the most recent imple-

mentations in the US-SOMO suite. These include an

extended analysis of the influence of accessible surface

area (ASA) screening, overlap reduction routines, and

approximations for non-coded residues andmissing atoms

within coded residues on the computed parameters for

models built by the direct correspondence and cubic grid

methods. In anticipation of the addition of a small-angle X-

ray scattering (SAXS) simulation module (under develop-

ment), we have introduced the assignment of the

theoretically-bound water of hydration, a distinctive

feature of our direct correspondencemethod,[6] at the atom

level instead of at the residue level. This has allowed the

additional possibility of directly hydrating the beads in the

cubic grid approach, whichwas further developedwith the

inclusion of anASA screening and outward translation (OT;

see refs.[6,10]) of the exposed beads during overlap removal,

resulting in a performance comparable to, and sometimes

even better, than that of the direct correspondencemethod.

A general restyling of the GUI, making the program even

easier to use, and a number of other modifications and

improvements, are also described.
Experimental Part

Technical Details

US-SOMO iswritten in Cþþ and linked against theUltraScan[9] and

Qt (TrollTech.com: Qt - a cross-platform application framework.

http://www.trolltech.com/) libraries. The code is licensed under

the GPL license (The GNU General Public License Version 3. http://

www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html) and canbe downloaded from the

UltraScan wiki (The UltraScan Trac Wiki. http://wiki.bcf.uthsc-

sa.edu/ultrascan/). Binaries for all major platforms (Linux/X11,

MicrosoftWindows,MacintoshOS-X) can be downloaded from the

UltraScan website at http://www.ultrascan.uthscsa.edu.
Experimental Hydrodynamic Data

All experimental hydrodynamic parameters of the proteinsused to

test US-SOMO were taken from the literature, and were critically

evaluated and reduced to standard conditions (water at 20 8C)
previously.[10]
Protein Structures

The high-resolution structures of the test proteinswere taken from

the ProteinData Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do).

Most were completed/adjusted previously,[10] with the exception
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of human a-lactalbumin, to which a biantennary Nag4Man3Gal2
carbohydrate chainwas added in thiswork, linked toAsn45[11] and

positioned such that its frictional contribution is minimized.
US-SOMO Implementation – Improved GUI Layout

and New Functionalities

US-SOMO is controlled by a GUI interface that has been redesigned

tobetter accommodate thenewcapabilities and to improve its ease

of use. In particular, important changes were made to the grid

(AtoB)method. First, the theoretical hydrationcannowbeassigned

at theatomic level insteadofat the residue level, by selectingoneor

more atoms within a residue using the residue editor (see the

electronic Support Information for more details). Second, we have

introduced an ASA screening of the initial beads placed in the

cubelets,with thepossibility of performinganoutward translation

when removing the overlapsbetween solvent-exposedbeads. For a

more detailed description of the newUS-SOMO features, including

snapshots of the newmain panel, and of some of the other panels,

see the electronic Supporting Information (Figure S1-S13).
Results and Discussion

Comparison Between Different Overlap Removal
Procedures

When bead models are made with beads of different size,

overlaps between them should not be present; otherwise,

the hydrodynamic interaction tensor employed in the

computation is no longer valid.[2,3] In the original SoMo

method,[6] implemented in the first installation of US-

SOMO,[10] only a hierarchical overlap removal procedure

was fully tested. The hierarchical approach consists of

calculating the amount of the overlap between bead

couples, ranking them in decreasing overlap amount order,

and sequentially removing the overlaps by proportional

reduction of the beads’ radii. The program also included a

synchronous overlap removal option, but it was not fully

tested. In that routine all radii of overlapping beads are

simultaneously reduced by a fixed step (% of their radius),

then the ensemble is re-screened for remaining overlaps,

and the procedure is repeated until no overlaps remain. In

both overlap removal methods, an optional OT procedure

for the surface exposed beads can move the beads’ centers

outwardly, by an amount equal to the radial reduction,

along a line connecting them with the center of gravity of

the ensemble, effectively preserving the model’s original

surface envelope.Wehave now compared the performance

of the hierarchical and synchronous overlap removal

routines, computing the hydrodynamic parameters for a

series of proteins ranging from �13 700 to �236000Da in

molecular mass. The tests were all performed with the

default ASA thresholds, 20 Å2 for the residues’ ASA screen-

ing and50% for thebeads’ASA re-check (A20R50). As canbe
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Table 1. Comparison between experimental (Exp.) and computed (Comp.) values of D0
tð20;wÞ, t

0
hð20;wÞ and [h] for several test proteins using the

two different overlap removal procedures (HI, hierarchical; SY, synchronous) within the direct correspondence SoMo bead modeling method
(ASA cutoff 20 Å2; peptide bond rule on; fusion threshold 70%; outward translation on; ASA re-check threshold 50%).

D0
tð20;wÞ, (% diff. from exp.) t0hð20;wÞ , (% diff. from exp.) [h], (% diff. from exp.)

F ns cm3 � g�1

Protein PDB MW Exp. Comp., HI Comp., SY Exp. Comp., HI Comp., SY Exp. Comp., HI Comp., SY

RNase A 8RAT 13682 11.6� 0.3 11.8 (þ1.7) 11.8 (þ1.7) 8.05� 0.51 7.79 (�3.2) 7.74 (�3.9) 3.30� 0.04 3.24 (�1.82) 3.22 (�2.42)

a-Lactalbumin 1A4Va) 15 793 10.9 10.9 (0) 10.9 (0) 10.3�2.7 10.25 (�0.5) 10.14 (�1.6) nab) 3.63 (ndc)) 3.59 (nd)

Myoglobin (CO) 1DWR 17521 10.7 10.9 (þ1.9) 10.9 (þ1.9) 10�1 10.0 (0) 9.88 (�1.2) na 3.24 (nd) 3.20 (nd)

Chymotrypsinogen A 2CGA 25666 9.5 9.64 (þ1.5) 9.64 (þ1.5) na 13.8 (nd) 13.7 (nd) 3.21 3.13 (�2.5) 3.10 (�3.4)

b-Lactoglobulin 1BEB 36608 7.85� 0.08 7.92 (þ0.9) 7.92 (þ0.9) 23.2 25.1 (þ8.2) 24.8 (þ7.1) na 3.92 (nd) 3.88 (nd)

Ovalbumin 1OVA 43157 7.73� 0.04 7.78 (þ0.7) 7.78 (þ0.7) 20.9 26.2 (þ25.4) 25.9 (þ24.1) 4.0� 0.5 3.48 (�13.0) 3.44 (�14.0)

Hemoglobin CO 1HCO 64557 6.9 6.98 (þ1.2) 6.98 (þ1.2) na 35.6 (nd) 35.4 (nd) na 3.28 (nd) 3.25 (nd)

Hemoglobin oxi 1GZX 64573 7.21 6.99 (�3.1) 6.99 (�3.1) 35.4 34.9 (�1.1) 34.7 (�1.8) 3.16� 0.2 3.18 (þ0.6) 3.16 (0.0)

Citrate synthase 1CTS 97 838 5.8 5.86 (þ1.0) 5.86 (þ1.0) na 59.5 (nd) 59.1 (nd) 3.95 3.51 (�11.1) 3.49 (�11.7)

G3PD apo 2GD1 143540 5.0 5.08 (þ1.6) 5.08 (þ1.6) na 90.2 (nd) 89.6 (nd) na 3.59 (nd) 3.56 (nd)

G3PD holo 1GD1 146431 5.3 5.10 (�3.8) 5.10 (�3.8) na 88.9 (nd) 88.6 (nd) 3.45 3.48 (þ0.9) 3.46 (þ0.3)

Lactate dehydrogenase 5LDH 148636 5.06� 0.15 5.14 (þ1.6) 5.14 (þ1.6) na 89.1 (nd) 88.3 (nd) na 3.46 (nd) 3.43 (nd)

Aldolase 1ADO 157122 na 4.71 (nd) 4.71 (nd) na 115.8 (nd) 115.1 (nd) 3.63 4.07 (þ12.1) 4.04 (þ11.3)

Catalase 4BLC 235762 4.1 4.37 (þ6.6) 4.37 (þ6.6) na 140.7 (nd) 139.8 (nd) 3.9 3.40 (�12.8) 3.37 (�13.6)

a)
Modified with the addition of a Nag4Man3Gal2 biantennary carbohydrate chain attached to Asn45.[11]

b)
na: not available;

c)
nd: not done.
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seen in Table 1, the twomethods perform identically when

compared with experimental D0
tð20;wÞ data, reproducing

most values within 1–2%. Given this level of overall

performance, it appears thatflaws in the experimental data

or their analysis are likely responsible for the few instances

where predicted hydrodynamic parameters compared less

favorably to experimentallymeasuredvalues. As for t0hð20;wÞ
and [h], the synchronous method produces slightly higher

and lower values, respectively, than the hierarchical

procedure. With one exception, having a suspiciously low

value, all available t0hð20;wÞ values are reproduced within

10%,andseveralwithin3%,wellwithinusual experimental

error. For [h], the matches are more erratic, again likely

pointing out potential problems at the experimental data

level, althougha role for local flexibility or slightly different

overall conformations between solution and crystals

cannot be ruled out. On visual inspection, few differences

are noticeable between the two methods, as evidenced by

the two models derived from the RNase A 8RAT crystal

structure presented in Figure S14 in the electronic

Supporting Information (panel A, hierarchical procedure;

panel B, synchronous procedure). A more careful examina-

tion reveals that the synchronous procedure producesmore

evenly-sized beads, especially in the buried category

(orangecolor; thesebeadsarenotused in thehydrodynamic

computations). In summary, the performance of synchro-
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nous and hierarchical procedures appear to be equivalent,

but since the latter is faster, it should be preferentially used

when employing the direct correspondence method to

generate bead models.
Improvements in the Grid (AtoB) Procedure

The first tests of the new features that we have introduced

in the grid (AtoB) method were conducted using the 8RAT

RNase A structure, for which the parameters computed

from the direct correspondence (SoMo) bead models were

all in excellent agreement with the experimental data

(Table 1). In Figure 1, panels A-D, we have plotted the %

deviation of the computed parameters for various grid

settings from the experimental D0
tð20;wÞ (panel A), s0ð20;wÞ

(panel B), t0hð20;wÞ (panel C), and [h] (panel D); the dash

horizontal lines indicate perfect matching, while the two

dot lines report the % standard deviation (SD) of the

experimentaldata.Valuescomputed foraSoMomodelwith

A20 R50 are also reported for comparison (solid black

squares). To improve thematching, an experimental partial

specific volume v (0.702ml � g�1,[12] after correction[13] to

20 8C) was used in the computations of s0ð20;wÞ (see below).

Since the resolution of the SoMomodels is between 4–5 Å, a

grid sizeof 5 Åwas initially chosen for the tests,witha10 Å2

residues’ ASA threshold and a 30% beads’ ASA re-check
DOI: 10.1002/mabi.200900474
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Figure 1. Panels A-D: performance of the improved grid method with hierarchical overlap reduction, using the RNase A 8RAT X-ray structure,
as a function of grid size for different ASA residue screening (A) and bead re-check (R) cutoffs, and, at 5 Å grid-size only, of including/
excluding the outward translation (OT) and the atomic hydration (HY; see legend for symbols). The data are reported as the % difference
between the computed and experimental D0

tð20;wÞ (panel A), s0
ð20;wÞ (panel B), t0hð20;wÞ (panel C), and [h] (panel D) values. The dash horizontal

lines indicate perfect match with the experimental values; the dotted lines are the experimental % SD. The filled squares are the values
computed for the SoMo bead models with A20 R50 (see side legends for symbols details). Panels E-H: performance of the improved grid
method for a wide range of protein sizes (see Table 1), as a function of grid size (G) for different ASA residue screening (A) and bead re-check
(R) cutoffs, all with atomic hydration and outward translation (OT). The data are reported as the % difference between the computed and
experimental D0

tð20;wÞ (panel E), s0
ð20;wÞ (panel F), t0hð20;wÞ (panel G), and [h] (panel H) values. The dash horizontal lines indicate perfect match

with the experimental values; the dot lines are the expected experimental % SD. In panel E, the filled squares are the values computed for
the SoMo bead models with A20 R50, and the open symbols are for grid models with hierarchical (HI) overlap reduction. In panel F, the filled
symbols are for data produced using the computed v, while the open symbols are for data produced with experimental v values, all with
hierarchical overlap removal only. In panels G and H, the filled and open symbols are for models with hierarchical (HI) and synchronous (SY)
overlap reduction, respectively. See side legends for symbols details.
(A10 R30) cutoffs, and hierarchical overlap removal. Blue

squares, red crosses, and green stars indicate models

without both OT and atomic hydration (HY), with OT but

notHY, andwithoutOTbutwithHY, respectively. As canbe

seen in Figure 1, panels A-D, in the absence of both OT and

HY, orwithHYonly, themodels performsimilarly andquite

poorly, resulting indeviationsof�þ 11%forD0
tð20;wÞ,�þ 8%

for s0ð20;wÞ,��25%for t0hð20;wÞ, and��27%for [h]. Introducing

the OT, without the HY, significantly improves the

matching, nearly halving the % deviation in all cases.
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However, a dramatic improvement is achieved when both

the OT and HY are employed simultaneously (magenta

diamonds), obtaining a perfect match for D0
tð20;wÞ, and

bringing the s0ð20;wÞ, t
0
hð20;wÞ, and [h] valueswithin3%, 4%and

5%, respectively (for s0ð20;wÞ, we suggest that the v

uncertainty has the greatest effect on the deviation from

the experimental value). Next, we investigated the effect of

changing the screening and re-checking cutoffs, using A10

R20 (blue circles), A10 R40 (cyan squares), and A20 R40

orange diamonds). Almost no influence was found for
www.mbs-journal.de 749
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D0
tð20;wÞ and s0ð20;wÞ, while therewas amoderate effect for the

other twoproperties (Figure1, panelsA-D). Importantly, the

excellent performance for D0
tð20;wÞ and s0ð20;wÞ was main-

tained across all the grid sizes investigated (3–7 Å),

irrespective of the cutoffs employed (Figure 1, panels A

and B; see side legend for the symbols’ correspondence).

Instead, t0hð20;wÞ and [h] (Figure 1, panels C and D) showed a

noticeable effect, with some A and R combinations

performing poorly at low grid values (A20 R40, orange

diamonds), while others clearly improved when a higher

grid value was chosen (A30 no R, black circles). We ascribe

this subtle effect to the different volume corrections (see

refs.[14,15]) employed, resulting from the ASA screening and

re-check, rather than being linked to the total number of

beads used in the hydrodynamic computations. Indeed, if

this were the case, also the D0
tð20;wÞ and s0ð20;wÞ values should

be affected, but we did not notice any significant changes.

Further work is clearly needed to better define an effective

volumecorrectiontobeusedwiththiskindof intermediate-

sized beads, different from either the very small beads used

in shell-modeling approaches, and the low-resolution bulk

models for which it was originally devised (see ref.[16] for a

recent discussion on this subject).

The grid procedure was then further tested using the set

ofproteinsofTable1. InFigure1,panelsE-H, the%deviation

from the experimental D0
tð20;wÞ (panel E), s0ð20;wÞ (panel F),

t0hð20;wÞ (panel G), and [h] (panel H) are reported; again, the

dash horizontal lines indicate perfect matching, while the

two dot lines report a reasonable % SD expected for each

kind of experimental data. Only the best values for the

residues’ ASA screening and for the beads’ ASA re-check

cutoffs deduced from the RNase A tests (Figure 1, panels A-

D) were employed. For the D0
tð20;wÞ and s0ð20;wÞ tests, only the

hierarchical overlap removal procedure is reported, while

for t0hð20;wÞ and [h] also the results of the synchronous option

are shown. Inaddition, for s0ð20;wÞwehavealso compared the

values obtained with the computed and with the experi-

mental v values, taken from literature[12,17–19] and cor-

rected,whennecessary, to20 8C(8RAT,0.702ml � g�1;1VXG,

0.743ml � g�1; 2CGA, 0.731ml � g�1; 1BEB, 0.749ml � g�1;

1OVA, 0.744ml � g�1; 1HCO, 0.752ml � g�1; 1CTS,

0.740ml � g�1; 5LDH, 0.740ml � g�1; 1ADO, 0.740ml � g�1;

4BLC, 0.730ml � g�1). In all panels, values obtained by the

direct correspondenceSoMomethodarealso reported (filled

and empty black squares). To begin with, the excellent

agreement between experimental and computed D0
tð20;wÞ

values (within 2%) across the whole range investigated

(Figure 1, panel E) is noteworthy, with two exceptions

presumably resulting from questionable experimental

values. Furthermore, the grid procedure performs as well

or even better than the SoMo method for all grid sizes

investigated. A similar situation is found for the s0ð20;wÞ
values, except they show a greater variation at low protein

size,while bettermatching at larger sizes (Figure 1, panel F).
Macromol. Biosci. 2010, 10, 746–753
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It is interesting to note that, in general, the agreement is

better when experimental values for v are used in place of

computed values, with two evident exceptions, G3PD and

lactate hydrogenase. Clearly,morework is needed toward a

better computation of v, possibly taking into account the

actual experimental conditions. Taken together, the data in

Figure 1, panels E-F, seem to suggest that D0
tð20;wÞ should be

preferentially employed rather than s0ð20;wÞ when their

values are used formacromolecularmodeling applications.

Fort0hð20;wÞ, fewerexperimentalvaluesareavailable,none

above 70 kDa molar mass. In this restricted range, the

overall performance is reasonably good, with most

computed values within 6% of the experimental data

(Figure 1, panel G). In general, the grid procedure appears to

work better with the synchronous overlap reduction (SY)

option, and the dependence on the ASA cutoff values

observed with RNase A (Figure 1, panel C) is confirmed. As

for [h], it is difficult to assess the reliability of the

experimental data, which show a great variation

(Figure 1, panel H). Given that, the only useful information

that can be gathered is a confirmation of the dependence of

the calculated values on the ASA cutoffs.

To conclude this section, the grid procedure with ASA

screening, OT and direct hydration is now performing as

well, sometimes even better, than the SoMo direct

correspondence method. Based on the t0hð20;wÞ tests, the

synchronous overlap removal procedure appears to pro-

duce somewhat better results. Indeed, the bigger influence

of the overlap removal procedure on the overall quality of

the grid models is evident in Figure S14, panels C and D,

further suggesting that the synchronous option should be

preferentially employed for these kinds of models, not-

withstanding the longer computational times. Finally, it is

presently difficult to indicate best values for the ASA

screening and re-check cutoffs, as they also depend on the

gridsizeemployed.Thevalues reported inFigure1,panelsE-

H, were empirically found to work best for the correspond-

ing grid sizes, and US-SOMO employs the A10/R30

combination with the 5 Å grid size as the default settings.

Further work is in progress to better clarify this issue.
Testing the Approximate Methods for Missing Atoms
within Coded Residues or for Non-Coded Residues

Protein structures present in the databanks are sometimes

incomplete, often because local flexibility prevented the

crystallographers from correctly placing side chains or

whole residues. In other occasions, residues were removed

or mutated in proteins engineered for crystallography,

while the native species was used for gathering solution

data. Clearly, all residues should be present in their

complete form in an atomic structure if its solution

properties are to be correctly computed (apart from

flexibility effects not dealt with in this study). While
DOI: 10.1002/mabi.200900474
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Figure 2. Test of the approximate methods for dealing with
missing atoms within US-SOMO-coded residues, listed as the
% difference compared to the parameters computed from the
SoMo model of the intact protein (horizontal dash lines). The
residues in the RNase 8RAT crystal structure whose side chains
were either truncated at the CB level (white, light grey and dark
grey bars) or completely removed (black bars) are indicated at the
bottom (the vertical dotted lines help in separating the groups).
In the last group, several residues (single letter code) were
affected at the same time in the model. White bars, simple
incomplete residue skipping, without any correction to the global
molecular weight and v values; light grey bars, residue skipping
with corrected global molecular weight and v values; dark grey
and black bars, SoMo approximate method. Panel A, s0

ð20;wÞ; panel
B, t0hð20;wÞ; panel C, [h].
missing side-chains can bemanually built or automatically

added by dedicated programs (e.g. WHATIF
[20], http://

swift.cmbi.ru.nl/servers/html/index.html), a rapid way of

computing the hydrodynamics with comparable accuracy

could still be useful. Since US-SOMO will not allow

processing of incomplete residues in normal operational

mode, the simplest solution is to altogether skip the residue

with missing atoms, with the possibility of entering the

correct global molecular weight and v values affecting the

sedimentation coefficient and intrinsic viscosity computa-

tions. A more refined procedure involves pretending that

the residue is complete, as coded in the US-SOMO

‘somo.residue’ table, and approximately placing the beads.

Obviously, if theatomsused indefining thebeads’ positions

are present, there is no effect of themissing portions. If the

position-defining atoms are instead missing, the program

can use the remaining atoms to place the bead. For amino

acids, where usually two beads are used (one for the main-

chain and one for the side-chain regions), a single atom in

each region is then sufficient to place a bead. If one of the

two regions is missing, a single bead is then used, placed at

the center of mass of all remaining atoms. Both options

(skiporapproximate thecoded residuewithmissingatoms)

are now fully implemented in US-SOMO, and are selectable

from the PDB parsing options menu (see the electronic

Supporting Information).

To test the two alternative options, we have manually

removed portions of several surface-exposed side-chains

from the RNase A 8RAT PDB file (indicated in Figure S14,

panel E). The results are reported in Figure 2, where the

differences with the values for s0ð20;wÞ (panel A), t0hð20;wÞ
(panel B), and [h] (panel C) computed for the intact 8RAT

structure are presented as white bars (skip the residue

without entering the correct global molecular weight and

v), light gray bars (skip the residue and enter the correct

global molecular weight and v), and dark gray and black

bars (use the approximate method). The side-chains of the

selected residues were removed completely (black bars) or

leaving the CB atom (white, light gray and dark gray bars).

Model generation was done with the SoMo method using

the default parameters (A20 R50, OT, hierarchical overlap

removal). Besides single-residue tests, we have also

performed the computations for amodelwhere themissing

atoms affected 6 residues at the same time (last group). As

can be seen in Figure 2, simply skipping the truncated

residues, without correcting for molecular weight and v, is

reasonably safe for s0ð20;wÞ (panel A, white bars) and if just a

single residue side-chain has missing atoms. In fact, while

most of the single mutations have computed s0ð20;wÞ within

1% of the complete model, the 6-residue group showed a

��5% change. Interestingly, skipping the residues and

entering the correct global molecular weight and v

produces s0ð20;wÞ values within 1% in all cases (light gray

bars), a performance nearly identical with that of the more
Macromol. Biosci. 2010, 10, 746–753
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efficient approximate method (dark gray bars), which

worked well also when entire side-chains were missing

(black bars). However, the performance of the skipmethods

is not so effectivewhen computing t0hð20;wÞ and [h] (Figure 2,

panels B and C, respectively; white and light gray bars). In

these cases, the approximate method instead works quite

well for single-residuemutations andwhen the side chains

are truncated at the CB atom level (dark gray bars), but

when the entire side-chain is removed, the results are less

satisfactory (black bars). The simultaneous absence of

several side-chains (last group in Figure 2, panels B and C)

noticeablydegrades theperformancesofallmethods for the

t0hð20;wÞ and [h] computations. To summarize this section,

while the computationof translational frictional properties
www.mbs-journal.de 751
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Figure 3. Comparison between the skip and approximate
methods for dealing with non-coded residues within US-SOMO
and the parameters computed from the original protein SoMo
model (horizontal dash lines), plotted as the % difference. The
residues in the RNase 8RAT crystal structure that were renamed
with a non-coded name are indicated at the bottom (the vertical
dotted lines help in separating the groups). In the last group, all
lysines were renamed at the same time in the model. White bars,
simple non-coded residue skipping, without any correction of the
global molecular weight and v values; light grey bars, non-coded
residue skipping with corrected global molecular weight and v
values; dark grey bars, SoMo approximate method for non-coded
residues without any correction of the global molecular weight
and v values; black bars, SoMo approximate method for non-
coded residues with corrected global molecular weight and v
values. Panel A, s0

ð20;wÞ; panel B, t0hð20;wÞ; panel C, [h].
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(D0
tð20;wÞ and s0ð20;wÞ) can be performed with reasonable

precision when the approximate method is used for coded

residues with missing atoms, this does not hold quite as

well for t0hð20;wÞ and [h], especially if several incomplete

residues are present. In any case, structures should be

completed whenever possible for best hydrodynamic

parameters computations.

Another complication canarisewhen residues present in

the structure have not yet been included in the ‘‘somo.r-

esidue’’ file (called ‘‘non-coded’’ residues in US-SOMO).

While the residue editor included in US-SOMO allows for

coding of any arbitrary residue, this operation is not always

straightforward, requiring a detailed knowledge of several

physico-chemical and structural parameters of the residue

inquestion. Therefore,wehavealso explored thepossibility

of approximate non-coded residues using average para-

meters computed as mean values among the residues

already included in the ‘‘somo.residue’’ table. These

parameters can be edited and fine-tuned to the kind of

non-coded residue present (e.g., amino acid, nucleotide,

carbohydrate, etc.) from a dedicated menu (see the

electronic Supporting Information). A single bead is used

in the approximatemethod, and the bead positioning issue

is taken care of by placing the bead in the center of mass of

all atoms present. The peptide-bond rule (see electronic

Supporting Information) is also disallowed in this case. This

option, and the ability to instead skip non-coded residues,

are now fully integrated in the current US-SOMO release,

and are accessible from the PDB parsing options menu (see

the electronic Supporting Information).

To test these methods, we have again manually edited

the RNase A 8RAT PDB file changing the names of some

exposed residues (Arg and Lys) to non-coded residues

(‘‘Arm’’ and ‘‘Lym’’). Aswe have done for themissing atoms

within coded residues case, the simplest way to deal with

non-coded residues is to skip them, with or without

entering global molecular weight and v values. The

alternative is the approximate method using average

parameters described above. Models were then generated

using either option, and their hydrodynamic parameters

were comparedwith thoseof theoriginalmodel. The results

are shown in Figure 3, where the % difference with the

original 8RAT structure is reported for s0ð20;wÞ (panel A),

t0hð20;wÞ (panel B), and [h] (panel C). The results from

calculations where non-coded residues were skipped, with

and without molecular weight and v correction, are

represented by the light gray and white bars, respectively.

Results from the approximate method, with and without

molecular weight and v correction, are represented by the

black and dark gray bars, respectively. Only the results of

three single ‘‘mutations’’ (Arg33!Arm33, Lys1! Lym1,

Lys33! Lym33) are reported, plus the mutation of all the

Lys! Lym residues in the same model (last group). As can

be seen in Figure 3, for single mutations the approximate
Macromol. Biosci. 2010, 10, 746–753
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methodworkedverywell inall cases,withtheskipmethods

performing slightly worse. However, when all Lys were

changed to ‘‘Lym’’ residues, only the approximate method

with the global molecular weight and v correction worked

reasonably well (the perfect match of the [h] value for the

skip method without the global molecular weight and v

correction is most likely just a coincidence due to internal

compensations). Again,while the approximatemethod can

be used when a quick estimate of the hydrodynamic

parameters is needed, best results can be obtained only

with proper coding of all residues.
Conclusion

The development and comprehensive testing of US-SOMO

as reported in this and our previous work[10] has now
DOI: 10.1002/mabi.200900474
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resulted in a reliable and flexible program that can predict

with high confidence the rigid-body hydrodynamic para-

meters of biomacromolecules, starting from their high-

resolution structures. US-SOMO now offers the full choice

between twoalternativemethodsofbuildingabeadmodel,

the direct correspondence, residue-to-bead (SoMo), and the

cubic grid approach (AtoB), with a similar level of precision.

Most needs in rigid-body hydrodynamics can thus be

covered by US-SOMO, from small structures to large

complexes, with a tunable accuracy (grid size, number of

beads per residue) that can be tailored to the computer

power available and the size of the macromolecule.

Furthermore, incomplete or non-coded residues can now

be tolerated to a certain degree, providing users not able or

willing to deal with the additional complications posed by

such deficiencies with a rapid way, although potentially

less accurate, to estimate the hydrodynamic parameters.

The new SAXS simulator module, which is in an advanced

phaseofdevelopment,will alsopermit theevaluationof the

properties of proposed solution structures against SAXS

data, using the same kind of bead models. Batch mode

operations, which can process sequentialmodels in aNMR-

type file, or independent model files, already permit the

study of multiple conformations provided either from

experimental data (e.g., NMR) or from artificially generated

data (e.g. Monte Carlo, discrete molecular dynamics),

offering a first approach to the study of truly flexible or

partially disordered structures. While this can provide

reasonable estimatesof conformational parameters (i.e. the

radius of gyration) or of translational frictional properties, a

more accurate description of the full hydrodynamics of

locally- or segmentally-flexible biomacromolecules (e.g.

side-chain dynamics, multi-domain proteins, long DNA

stretches, polysaccharides) calls for different approaches,

such as Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations. In this

respect, the direct correspondence models produced by US-

SOMO are naturally suited to be used in current BD

schemes, such as the publicly available SIMUFLEX suite.[21]

While we are actively exploring the direct implementation

of our own BD algorithm within US-SOMO, an interface

linking ourmodels to the SIMUFLEX suitewill be provided in a

future release, thus virtually covering all major aspects of

biomacromolecular hydrodynamics.
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